
With North American crude prices in contango, a supply that just keeps coming, and Cushing-
connected incoming pipeline capacity exceeding outgoing capacity, storage economics are being 
turned upside down, and Cushing, Oklahoma is once again becoming the critical hub for WTI plays. 
How long will the economic incentive to store crude continue? When will Cushing fill up and what 
will happen when it does?

Genscape’s February 11, 2015 webinar, featuring Brian Busch (Genscape), Rusty Braziel (RBN 
Energy), and Dominick Chirichella (Energy Management Institute), covered some of the most 
relevant and pressing questions facing today’s oil market participants. The webinar kicked off with a 
macroeconomic view of the state of the global oil market and delved into different scenario analyses 
of U.S. natural gas and oil production, adding historical context to explain predictions and future 
implications.

During the webinar, the speakers fielded some of the most interesting, pertinent questions facing the 
industry today. This report includes their answers to all of the questions raised during and after the 
webinar in greater detail.
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Based on your analysis, it looks like crude prices will stay lower and longer than some folks think. Is this correct?  

Yes, however, there are always events that can occur that will change that assessment, including OPEC reversing course, disruptions 
in other crude producing countries, or a stronger and faster economic recovery than anticipated in Asia and Europe.

As storage volume increases, will WTI volatility increase, or will price be depressed on a continuous basis?

Yes, as storage increases, volatility will increase, and prices should stay in the down trend that has been in play since mid-June. That 
said, the volume increase is likely to come from those who still have the viewpoint that oil has hit bottom and have a tendency to 
buy in dips. So, expect the market to remain choppy going forward.

Will there be any movement in storage costs 
significant enough to affect the contango in the 
WTI curve?  

There probably will not be any real storage cost 
changes at Cushing. Anything available would be at a 
premium to capture some of the storage arbitrage for 
the owner. If current storage at Cushing becomes full, 
and more expensive or risky storage has to be used, 
and if there is still a supply surplus, it can push the front 
of the curve down and deepen the contango structure.

How will the Flanagan South pipeline to Cushing impact storage? There was a Reuters article recently that mentioned 
that shippers could store at Cushing without penalty, which would make sense, economically speaking, at the current 
time spread.

With the opinion that Reuters presented, coupled with the WTI forward curve still in a wide enough contango, the economics of 
storing crude oil in Cushing remains profitable.

In a tariff filing from January, spot shippers will be able to send crude from Flanagan into Cushing at a rate of $3.25/
barrel. Previously, Enbridge only offered a Flanagan to Gulf Coast tariff... The oil can be shipped to the U.S. refining hub 
at a later date for a small $0.25/barrel fee, according to tariff filing from October. Can you comment on the tariff and 
when it will be activated? 

It depends on the specifics of the contract.  If they have to store the crude shipped on Flanagan South, it would not be as 
optimal as storing Domestic Sweet, since we believe Flanagan will primarily be moving heavy Canadian crude.  But, given the 
transportation available to the Gulf Coast, capturing the storage economics in the current WTI structure by storing Heavy Sour at 
Cushing is much less risky than trying to do it in Canada.

Why doesn’t a build in inventory reduce supply in the market and increase prices? 

The crude that is being purchased and put into storage would be competing with the rest of the crude in the refinery supply 
market if it were not being purchased by trading organizations for storage plays.
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What role is assigned to SRR as a potential storage location over and above Cushing and the Gulf Coast storage?  

Assigning a role to SRR as a potential storage location over and above Cushing and the Gulf Coast storage would require the 
involvement of the U.S. Government.

Will Cushing completely fill to tank tops, and 
if so when and what would the impact be on 
oil prices?  

No, free space will have to be maintained for 
blending and normal operations.  Historically, storage 
utilization has not been sustained above 80 percent.

If Cushing is filled up, it would be expected that 
WTI pricing would stay below Brent until the 
overhang disappears. Is that correct?  

Yes, WTI will remain discounted to Brent until we see 
a path of Cushing starting to destock consistently.

Approximately how long did it take the last storage hangover to clear out?  

The last “storage hangover” cleared in less than six months because it was caused by transportation constraints from the Midwest 
and not a global oversupply.  Once the constraints were removed, Cushing drained quickly and WTI/Brent returned to a more 
normal spread.  The current storage hangover has the potential to last much longer.

Where is information available on the amount of U.S. crude storage, broken down by crude oil grades?  

Unfortunately, that information is not available, not even to Genscape.

As a comparison, how is Brent storage picture looking like versus WTI’s?

Currently it is more economical to store WTI and WTI benchmarked crudes than it is to store Brent crudes. The 12-month forward 
curve contango (basis 2/17/settles) has narrowed to just $6.44/barrel for Brent and $8.72/barrel for WTI.

As Cushing fills, will Canadian crude be pushed to the Gulf Coast, resulting in a larger differential (or discount) to WTI?

Certainly, if Cushing were in fact to fill, it would mean the surplus is still growing. If the surplus is still growing, then it would be 
expected that the differentials for all of the grades would widen versus WTI, including the Canadian crudes.

With declining North Sea production, current prices discouraging future production in the North Sea, and OPEC countries 
now aggressively discounting prices to keep market share, do you see the Brent Contract remaining relevant going forward?

Yes, for now there is ample liquidity in the North Sea, and with Brent (really BFOE: Brent, Forties, Osenburg, and Exofisk), volume is 
not an issue.
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How will the Brent/WTI spread evolve 
over the coming months?

As long as there is a surplus of crude oil in 
the U.S., and Cushing inventories remain 
at elevated levels, the Brent/WTI spread is 
expected to continue to widen. Once the 
forward curve contango dissipates and 
Cushing moves back into a destocking 
pattern, it’s expected that the spread would 
move back towards parity.

Please describe the potential market dynamics, assuming production does not decline to a balanced position before U.S. 
storage builds.

Simply, prices will decline much further than the lows hit several weeks ago. By that time, it’s expected that OPEC will begin to 
move away from their strategy, as many OPEC countries are currently struggling financially.

When refineries come up from TA, will they pull inventory from U.S. storage, or will they run offshore WAF/LatAm?

Inventories should be the first look. That said, it depends on the forward curve and the differential of imports versus domestic 
grades. As long as it remains more economical to keep inventory high, those barrels will not likely be withdrawn first. The refining 
sector will optimize their crude slate in real-time and determine the most economical and profitable slate to run.

Is the U.S. the new swing producer? At what price signal will the highest cost producers get out? 

It seems that the market is looking at the U.S. as the next swing producer. Whether or not the U.S. is going to be very price 
sensitive in the short-term is still up for discussion. It has been about four months since U.S. oil rigs have peaked in the U.S. and 
U.S. crude oil production is still rising, hitting another record high in last week’s inventory report. 

As to the price signal, this looked at the 12-month forward curve as it moves much below and around $45/barrel for WTI, which 
seems to be the breakeven for many U.S. shale operators.

How much production needs to come offline per day to set a bottom?

Based on the current round of monthly forward forecasts by the EIA, IEA, and OPEC, released over the last week or so, all are still 
showing that the surplus is running about 1.5 million barrels per day during the first half of 2015. Certainly, if it were removed, it 
would suggest that oil has hit a bottom.

Taking social programs into effect, who actually has the lowest break even cost OPEC or Non-OPEC?

Kuwait

Why is U.S. still importing so much crude, especially during a turnaround time?

Refiners buy the optimum crude slate, whatever crude slate will provide them with the maximum profit.
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Are U.S. producers looking at alternate sources of storing barrels, e.g. floating storage or trains? 

Right now there is ample storage in the U.S., but all participants are always looking at the most economical place to store oil, 
whether it be in floating storage or land-based storage. All venues are always on the table.

If the export regulations are loosened, how will production be affected?  Will new wells be drilled at a pace comparable 
to recent years? At what price can production increase if an export market is available to U.S. producers?

If export regulations were rescinded, it would certainly open an opportunity for U.S. producers to move crude oil to other markets. 
That said, in order for this to happen, U.S. grades would have to be more economical than international grades to various markets 
around the world. So simply opening up the crude oil export market will not necessarily result in a flood of U.S. crude moving 
around the world. It is always about economics.

Genscape has slashed its NGL production forecasts, do you agree? Will it not be enough LPG for the export terminals?

There is certainly a scenario where NGL production gets cut.  Basically, the longer crude prices stay low (holding down C3 to C5+ 
prices), the less NGLs will be produced.  But regardless of NGL (LPG) production, there will not be enough LPGs to use all the 
export capacity if all of the dock facilities that have been announced get built.  An export capacity over-build was in the cards even 
before crude prices crashed.  The crash just makes it worse.

If storage capacity reaches 100 percent, 
what are the implications?

Storage can never truly reach 100 percent 
capacity.  It is assumed that it has reached 
operational maximums, being defined as the 
highest utilization that can be reached and still 
leave room for blending and operational activity 
as well as a safety margin for operational 
upsets.  Once that point is reached (which 
happened back in 1998 – 1999), then, if 
production continues to outstrip consumption, 
the price structure moves into even deeper 
contango.  Historically those levels have been 
described as contango, storage economics, 
floating storage economics, and hyper-contango.  So the next logical step after on-shore storage reaches operational maximums is 
to see long-term contracts to utilize tankers as floating storage.  Eventually a price point will be reached at which production is no 
longer economically viable and crude production will be shut in, with the most expensive production generally being the first to go.

At what level does rig count need to go to flatten oil production?

Rig count is the wrong measure for this. Rig count can drop significantly, and as long as the well count (the number of wells drilled) 
and the IP rate of those wells remains robust, production can continue to grow.  That is because a single rig can drill three to five 
times as many wells as was possible four years ago (producers are a lot more efficient) and the IP rates on individual wells are a lot 
larger (primarily because of longer laterals).
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How low can Marcellus/Utica gas go?  

If the question is price, on any given day, it can go to any number. There is no bottom limit, except of course, zero. Over time, it’s 
expected that prices in the most constrained parts of the Marcellus will not go below $2.00/MMbtu, on average. 

Is there an expectation that producers will now be more focused on reaching and maintaining positive free cash flow?

That has always been the expectation, but now it is harder to make that happen. 

Which U.S. basins will be affected by the decline in crude prices first: TMS, Bakken, Niobara, Hayensville, Eagle Ford, or Permian?

The most affected basins should be those that have, in the past, experienced the highest growth, and that see the greatest negative 
impact from low prices.  Those would be the Bakken because it must absorb high transportation costs (it is far away from market) and 
the Eagle Ford (because almost half of the crude is really condensate, which gets discounted below the price for full-range crude). 

Larger U.S. shale players may maintain their access to capital, but will the smaller E&P players have the same economics 
and access to capital markets that they have had over the last 2.5 to three years?

Limited access to capital will limit some drilling. Many producers with good opportunities but limited access to capital will try to 
figure out ways to solve that problem with farm outs, JVs, etc. 

Will the depressed oil prices encourage loosening of the crude oil export regulations?

Probably not, export regulations are having little impact on the market today. 

Will horizontal crude oil wells that are producing now continue to run, or will they be shut in?  Is there a barrels per 
day threshold that existing wells will have to meet to avoid being shut down?

Producing wells will never be shut in unless prices fall below the marginal cost of operation, which is below $10-20/barrel for many 
wells, if not lower because producers need the money. The U.S. would simply stop importing crude oil. Remember, the U.S. still 
imports seven million barrels per day out of 16 million barrels per day refinery runs. 

Please discuss the evolution of the WTI-LLS spread. 

LLS is usually traded as a differential to WTI, and historically that differential was basically a function of quality (refined product 
yields and market prices) and transportation. Other Gulf Coast grades are also usually traded as a differential to WTI, but the 
optimization decision that determines that differential is often compared to LLS, making it a quasi-Gulf Coast benchmark. As 
mid-west production increased beyond transportations logistics, the historical relationship between WTI and LLS broke apart, as 
the price of WTI at Cushing was depressed. The result was a WTI/Brent spread that got as wide as $28.50. During a period of a 
little over two years, LLS actually tracked the Brent benchmark instead of WTI, although the typical trading format was vs a WTI 
spread.  Although there has been a return to a more normal relationship between WTI and LLS, LLS and other grades have recently 
become available for refinery supply in the Gulf Coast trade, as higher premiums to WTI. This should not be a surprise, as barrels 
are purchased for storage in Cushing and the grades will trade at a premium until refinery supply trades price themselves back into 
the WTI market by narrowing the contango structure.
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Can Cushing storage act as the long-term supply source for the Houston area refineries?

Houston area refineries have capacity to process just over 2.3 million barrels per day of crude. Currently, only Seaway and Seaway 
Twin, with a combined capacity of 850,000 barrels per day, connect Houston area refineries and Cushing. Capacity between the 
two will increase if/when the TransCanada Houston lateral is completed. Refiners could ship heavy and light crudes from Cushing 
down the Seaway lines, depending on the crude slate, but projects like Longhorn and BridgeTex have increased ability to source 
crude directly from the Permian. In the long-term, Houston area refiners will heavily rely on Cushing pipeline connections for heavy 
crude, but have plenty of sourcing options for light crude. 

Has there been a variance between the EIA’s working storage capacity at Cushing and Genscape’s internal data?

Genscape’s numbers are based on the assumption that the entire volume of crude in a tank is usable, while the EIA works with the 
concept of usable storage. Genscape inquiries have shown that tank operators use different estimates of the heel (the residue at the 
bottom that is too contaminated to remain on spec) and shell (the extent to which a tank can be safely filled) for each tank. To accurately 
assess the unusable portion would require tank-by-tank knowledge. Genscape has therefore determined to provide its measurements as 
is. For reference, a rough measure of heel and shell would put the usable storage at 85-92 percent of total tank volume.

The latest EIA data point from September 2014 is roughly 71 million barrels versus Genscape’s 80 million barrels. How can 
this variance be explained?

The September 2014 EIA data point for working storage was near 71 million barrels, however they showed roughly 85 million 
barrels for Cushing net available shell storage capacity. The net available shell storage figure is more applicable to the Genscape 
capacity figures. Genscape capacity figures for September 2014 were also roughly 85 million barrels. Genscape capacity data 
compares well against historical EIA net available shell storage capacity figures. But, unlike the twice-yearly, delayed report from the 
EIA, Genscape capacity data is published twice a week!

Genscape’s Cushing inventory reports have 
become the industry standard for the most 
important crude trading hub in the world. Get the 
highly accurate Cushing storage data you need 
two days in advance of the EIA estimates. Learn 
more or request a FREE TRIAL:
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